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Blue Marble Extends Analytical Services Through
Cutthroat Laboratories
Blue Marble continues to lead in innovation services by expanding their expertise in
analytical services to any size business through Cutthroat Laboratories.
MISSOULA, Mont. (PRWEB) February 01,
2018
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After over a decade of conceptual continuity in
sustainable product development, Blue Marble
(Biomaterials) is continuing to innovate by expanding
its collaborative network through the development of
Cutthroat Laboratories. This spin off is designed to
offer global quality services to small and medium sized
organizations through excellence in analytical, scientific
services, and regulatory assistance. Cutthroat
Laboratories provides global connections along with
quality and product development services to
organizations that might not have been able to
traditionally find or afford such services. These
organizations now have access to a robust and skilled
team used to working with fortune 500 companies on a
global scale.
In partnership with a diverse network of businesses,
Cutthroat Labs has begun to facilitate food safety,
science, and product development within the
entrepreneurial ecosystem Blue Marble continues to
build outside of traditional innovation hubs. “The team
that formed Cutthroat Labs has proven the their
expertise and capabilities on the global stage through
Blue Marble, and the time is right to offer these
capabilities to other organizations, innovators, and the
people who can benefit from this.” said Mr. Stephens,
CEO of Blue Marble Biomaterials.
“The world of regulatory compliance and product
development has become increasingly complex, and
while it seems daunting - our team is dedicated to
providing the scientific integrity and guidance to provide
more than just a food or product testing laboratory for
our clients and partners, the sky is the limit on what we
and our partners can accomplish”, Ashley Sherman,
Senior Analytical Chemist of Cutthroat Laboratories
stated.
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“The team that formed
Cutthroat Labs has proven the
their expertise and capabilities on
the global stage through Blue
Marble, and the time is right to
offer these capabilities to other
organizations, innovators, and the
people who can benefit from this."
James Stephens, CEO Blue
Marble

About Cutthroat Laboratories
Cutthroat Laboratories was started to offer a global
quality services to innovators, business and individuals to accelerate their time to market, profitability, and safety.
Specializing not only in quality and food safety testing, Cutthroat Labs is your partner to enhanced business success
through product development support. as well as an interface with a large network of partners and suppliers.
http://www.cutthroatlabs.com
About Blue Marble
Blue Marble Biomaterials is a world-leading innovation house specializing in biomimetic techniques, microbial
polyculture, and natural product development. Since 2007 Blue Marble has continuously innovated in the realm of
natural and nature inspired ingredients, manufacturing pathways, and product development. Blue Marble creates
value for the communities it works with, for its partners, and for itself by deploying its unique, high-powered team to
create solutions for partner problems. More information about Blue Marble is available at
http://www.bluemarblebio.com
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